Products Details

As a professional China flying shear manufacturer and equipped with a famous factory and plant, as well as providing with flying shear for sale, welcome to check the process and layout with Hani New Energy and Technology.

Flying shear / No.3 flying shear in rolling mill

Technical details Description :

Steel to be processed carbon steel, low alloy steel

Material diameter : 12.7—dia18

Rolling speed : 7-12m/s

Cutting temperature : 850°C

Product length : 150~230mm

Rotary sword diameter : 800mm

Motor power : 112KW

Motor speed : 255-465r/min

Product show :
The function of the flying shear:

● As the head and rear part of the rolling parts have some defect or the temperature of steel is too low, the flying shear need to cut the head and rear to insure the quality of the rolling parts before it gets into the finishing mill.

● The flying shear Will cut the rolling parts immediately if any failure occurs to the finishing mill, then the switch will turn the parts to snap shear to snap.

Related Products:

- Cold Shear
- Crop Shear
- Vertical Continuous Casting Machine
- Speed Reducer
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